Ruby master - Bug #16892
Reconsider the test directory name for scheduler

05/15/2020 12:14 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: ioquatix (Samuel Williams)
Target version: ruby -v:
Backport: 2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: UNKNOWN, 2.7: UNKNOWN

Description
test/scheduler is broke the convention of test directory. We use only class or module name excepts ruby and -ext- for test/foo directory.

Should we use test/fiber or other?

Related issues:
Related to Ruby master - Feature #16786: Light-weight scheduler for improved concurrency.

Associated revisions
Revision 6fa8455e - 05/15/2020 01:26 AM - Samuel Williams
Move test/scheduler -> test/fiber [Bug #16892][ruby-core:98366].

History
#1 - 05/15/2020 12:15 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Related to Feature #16786: Light-weight scheduler for improved concurrency. added

#2 - 05/15/2020 12:22 AM - ioquatix (Samuel Williams)
I am happy to move it to test/fiber.

#3 - 05/15/2020 01:26 AM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Applied in changeset git|6fa8455ebbf457e5d8752295a8d6380146636c0c.

Move test/scheduler -> test/fiber [Bug #16892][ruby-core:98366].